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university’s branch campuses in suburban areas In recent years

more and more universities have built up their branch campuses in

suburban areas. Now it is very difficult to find a university without a

branch campus. Maybe no one can tell clearly when the first branch

campus came out。 But the reasons behind this phenomenon are

obvious. Among these reasons, the enrollment expansion of

universities plays a very vital role. As more and more freshmen are

remitted to universities, the original facilities, including classrooms,

apartments, dining houses, laboratories and the like, are not enough

any more. What’s more, the land in the suburb is relatively low in

price, which is affordable for most universities. Besides, the quiet

environment in suburban areas is more suitable for students to study

。 As a college student, I think, it is necessary and beneficial for

many universities to build up a branch campus. However the

building of branch campuses brings some problems. For one thing,

the students in some branch campuses cannot enjoy good enough

facilities and the teachers due to limited resources. For another it

leads to less direct communications among teachers and students.

Therefore the university should take a full account before it decides

to build up a branch campus。How should college students relieve

pressure? Today’s college students face many pressures, mainly

from parents’ expectation, study, economy, employment and all



kinds of competition. Although pressure, to some extent, can

provide motivation, overdue pressure has a serious negative affect.

Pressure can destroy a student’s confidence. More seriously it

might make some students lose control of their emotions and

behaviors。 Considering the great damage of overdue pressure,

college students should learn how to relieve pressure. First, we

should have a right evaluation of ourselves, so it’s to make use of

advantages and avoid disadvantages. Second, we should set a clear

aim of struggle. The aim can give us motivation and make us become

active. Third, attending collective activities is an effective way to

relieve pressure. Finally, if you find pressure is nearly beyond your

control, you’d better turn to professional psychological guidance

。 As to me, my pressure is mainly from future employment. In

order to reduce upset, I ask my parents to help me analyze my

advantages and disadvantages and produce more practical job

objection. So my employment pressure has been relieved greatly.

Now I become very confident in my future, and I do believe I can get

an ideal job after my graduation。Students’ Pursuit for Famous

Brands Nowadays many college students like to pursue famous

brands. From clothes to mobile phones, even study articles like

electronic dictionaries and pens, they are inclined to buy famous

brands. Moreover, many students from poor families begin to follow

this consumption trend as well. This phenomenon has aroused wide

attention。来源：考试大的美女编辑们 The following reasons

can account for college students’ preference for famous brands.

Above all, in many college students’ eyes, a famous brand is a



symbol of sophistication and taste. They expect others to admire

their high class and good taste. What’s more, in modern society,

famous brands to some extent are equal to fashion, which has a great

attraction to young college students. Besides, parents’ spoiling their

children helps form their bad consumption habit。 As far as I am

concerned, it is irrational for college students to pursue famous

brands. After all, most of famous brands are far beyond their

consumption ability. Besides, it is not famous brands but a person’s

noble character that really makes him high class. Therefore, college

students should attach more importance to cultivating a good

character rather than pursuing famous brands。 相关推荐：大学
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